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Abstract. Since its opening in 2000, patient care and research go hand in hand at the Alzheimer center of the VU University
Medical Center, both organized in such a way that they mutually strengthen each other. Our mission is to give patients a voice
by lifting the stigma on dementia, to find new diagnostic and treatment strategies, and, ultimately, to cure diseases that cause
dementia. Our healthcare pathway is uniquely designed to accommodate all necessary investigations for the diagnostic work-up
of dementia in one day (one-stop shop). A second unique feature is that research has been fully integrated in the healthcare
pathway. The resulting Amsterdam Dementia Cohort now includes over 4000 patients, and for the majority of these, we have
MRI, EEG, blood (serum, plasma), DNA, and CSF available. The Amsterdam Dementia Cohort forms the basis of much of our
research, which focuses on four major research lines: 1) variability in manifestation, 2) early diagnosis, 3) vascular factors, and
4) interventions. By answering research questions closely related to clinical practice, the results of our research can be looped
back to improve clinical work-up for our patients.
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INTRODUCTION
The Alzheimer center of the VU University Medical
Center (VUmc) opened its doors in 2000, when Philip
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Tel.: +31 20 4440816; Fax: +31 20
4440715; E-mail: p.scheltens@vumc.nl.

Scheltens, director of the Alzheimer center, accepted
his full professorship. From the beginning, patient
care and research went hand in hand at the VUmc
Alzheimer center, both organized in such a way that
they mutually strengthen each other. Over the years,
the VUmc Alzheimer center has experienced a tremendous growth, but this founding principle is still at the
core of its existence. In this paper, we will give an
overview of the way we have organized patient care
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and research, in short: the Amsterdam approach. We
will consecutively provide general information on the
Alzheimer center, then focus on patient care, provide
a detailed account of our standard diagnostic work-up
that is at the core of both patient care and research,
and finally describe our research efforts, ending with a
number of examples.
Mission and vision
The VUmc Alzheimer center offers the highest level
of referral in patient care and research. We strive for
a leading position in both care and research, with a
focus on dementia with early onset. Our mission is
to give patients with dementia a voice by lifting the
stigma on dementia, to achieve a better understanding
of dementia, to find new diagnostic and therapeutic
strategies and ultimately and hopefully, to cure diseases that cause dementia. The vision of the VUmc
Alzheimer center is that only by combining patient care
and research we will achieve the necessary progress in
the battle against dementia.
Organization
The VUmc Alzheimer center is part of the department of Neurology of the VUmc. A management
team of three is responsible for the daily operations. Staff includes five neurologists, two specialized
nurses, and two senior researchers. Five postdoctoral
fellows, more than 25 PhD students, and four neuropsychology assistants are involved in research. In
addition, the Alzheimer center closely collaborates
with many departments and disciplines, including the
departments of Radiology & Nuclear Medicine, Clinical Chemistry, Clinical Neurophysiology, Geriatrics,
Psychiatry, and Medical Psychology. All research
activities are embedded in the Neuroscience Campus Amsterdam (http://www.neurosciencecampusamsterdam.nl/en/index.asp), the overarching institute
hosting all 400+ neuroscientists of the VU University
in Amsterdam.
The building
The VUmc Alzheimer center is housed in a dedicated unit within the outpatient building of the
VUmc since September 2010, when the new facility was opened in the presence of her Majesty
the queen of the Netherlands. A large grant of
the Innovatiefonds Zorgverzekeraars (http://www.
innovatiefondszorgverzekeraars.nl/) has enabled the

Fig. 1. The Alzheimer center has been designed and built by
Leeuwenkamp Architects. The central and most remarkable part of
the center is the patient lounge. Standing on a single steel pole, it
looks like a lotus flower (or Dutch tulip) that ‘envelops’ the patients.
It offers a safe area that gives comfort. This is where patients come
in in the morning and are picked up for their appointments during
the entire day. In between appointments, people can read magazines
at the round table, chat with their family or fellow patients, or maybe
relax a little by looking at the fish tank. Free lunch is served and coffee and tea are available throughout the day. All activities literally
take place around the patient lounge, which reflects our motto that
the patient is central in everything we do.

building of this center, specifically dedicated to
patients with early onset dementia, and accessible to
patients from the entire country. The Alzheimer center
has been designed and built by Leeuwenkamp Architects, who took the ‘bright sight concept’ as a starting
point. The bright sight concept brings a friendly, homelike look and feel to the hospital environment, to stimulate well-being of both the patients who visit us and
the professionals who work in the center. The central
and most remarkable part of the center is the ‘patient
lounge’. Standing on a single steel pole, it looks like
a lotus flower (or Dutch tulip) that ‘embraces’ the
patients (Fig. 1); it offers a safe area that gives comfort.
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This is where patients come in in the morning and
are picked up for their appointments during the day.
We offer all that is needed during the day to make the
patients and their families feel at home. Staff offices
are located one floor below. This reflects the idea that
our patient care is strongly supported (literally) by our
scientific efforts and that they are closely related.
PATIENT CARE
Health care pathway
The diagnostic assessment—the most important part
of the health care pathway of the VUmc Alzheimer
center—is organized in a unique, one-stop-shop fashion (Fig. 2). As a second unique feature, research has
been systematically built into the health care pathway, thus fully integrating patient care and research.
In brief, as is customary in the Netherlands, patients
are referred for analysis of their cognitive complaints
by their general practitioner or via their local specialist
(more than half of our referrals are second or third opinions). Each week, 12 new patients are seen (600/year).
Each patient receives the same standardized and multidisciplinary work-up. The diagnostic work up includes
medical and neurological investigation including history taking and cognitive examination by a neurologist,
assessment of vital functions, informant based history
and assessment of needs by a specialized dementia
nurse, neuropsychological investigation, brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), electroencephalogram
(EEG), standard laboratory work, and lumbar puncture
(see details below). All patients are asked for informed
consent to store their clinical data in a database with
the goal to use these data to answer research questions. In addition, we ask patients informed consent
for the storage of biomaterial [blood (serum/plasma),
DNA, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)] in our biobank. The
local Medical Ethics Committee has approved a general protocol for biobanking and using the clinical data
for research purposes. Patients and their family also
receive explanation about the possibility to donate their
brain to the Netherlands Brain Bank.
At the end of the same week, all professionals
convene in our weekly round-table, multidisciplinary
meeting and each presents his or her findings in a structured way. A clinical diagnosis and treatment plan is
made by consensus. At the time of initial diagnosis,
results of lumbar puncture are not yet available. If
necessary, these results are awaited and/or ancillary
investigations, such as a consultation by the psychiatrist or a PET scan (e.g., glucose metabolism, amyloid)
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or a dopamine transporter SPECT scan are planned.
Diagnoses are made according to current clinical criteria. We use common clinical and research criteria
for all the major dementias [1–7]. For mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), Petersen’s criteria had been used
until the beginning of 2012, when we started using
the National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) criteria for MCI [8, 9]. Patients are
labeled as having a psychiatric disorder when, based
on thorough investigation, a neurodegenerative disease
seems unlikely, and clinically there is a suspicion of a
psychiatric disorder. These patients are subsequently
referred to a psychiatrist. Patients with a neurological
disorder other than any of the dementias mentioned
above as primary diagnosis are referred to as ‘Neurology Other’. When the clinical picture in combination
with the results of ancillary investigation do not provide sufficient information to reach consensus, the
diagnosis is labeled as Unclear/Postponed. Patients are
labeled as having Subjective Complaints when they
present with cognitive complaints, but cognitive and
laboratory investigations are normal and criteria for
MCI, dementia, or any other neurological or psychiatric disorder known to cause cognitive complaints are
not met (i.e., cognitively normal). On a yearly basis,
we see roughly 600 new patients. The patients we see
are relatively young and most are in a relatively early
disease stage. Older patients (arbitrarily set at older
than 75 years) or patients with significant comorbidity
are generally referred to the department of Geriatrics,
whose diagnostic work-up is very much aligned to
ours.
At the time of the multidisciplinary meeting, the
database team checks whether informed consent has
been provided and, if yes, whether all information has
been entered into the research database by a commissioned database team. In addition, the database team
screens patients for eligibility to participate in specific research projects (both observational studies and
clinical trials).
One week after the initial visit, patients return to
discuss results of the diagnostic procedure. The neurologist explains all test results and the diagnosis and
treatment plan is discussed. We provide written information about the different types of dementia and MCI.
These informational documents also contain useful
websites and the contact details of patient organizations such as the Dutch Alzheimer Association. At this
time, the specialized dementia nurse is on stand-by to
provide immediate care and/or help with implementation of the care plan. Also, patients interested in
participating in research can immediately be referred
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Fig. 2. The flow chart illustrates the health care pathway of the VUmc Alzheimer center. The diagnostic work-up has been organized in such
a way that all necessary investigations take place on one day, resulting in a diagnostic process which takes only one week from first visit to
discussing results with the patient (see red arrows for timeline). In addition, the green pathway shows that research is fully integrated in the
clinical work-up, as patients are being asked for their consent to use their clinical data for research purposes. This results in the VUmc Alzheimer
center approach, where patient care and research go hand in hand. The number of new patients that follow this path is 600/year. Return visits
are on average 2/year/patient, hence 1200/year. 70% of the patients presenting have an early onset of symptoms (<70 years of age).

to the ‘research desk’ to receive information about
ongoing studies for which they are deemed eligible.
Clinical and research follow-up depends on a number of factors, including the specific diagnosis, the
patients’ preferences, and participation in research programs. In general, we have organized our follow-up in
such a way that patients are monitored on an annual
basis in a standardized fashion. The standardized
follow-up includes a follow-up visit with the neurologist, neuropsychologist, and nurse. The diagnosis
and treatment plan are re-evaluated in a small multidisciplinary meeting of the professionals involved. In

between annual visits, tailor made neurological consultations are scheduled. During the disease course,
the dementia nurses can be consulted as needed.
DIGITAL ALZHEIMER CENTER
To date, there is no cure for Alzheimer’s disease
(AD), or any of the other dementia syndromes. In
addition to available symptomatic medication, providing and organizing good care is still among the
most important interventions affecting quality of life of
patients and their caregivers. As an academic, tertiary
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referral center, the VUmc Alzheimer center is not
equipped to provide day-to-day care for our patients.
Since most patients visiting the Alzheimer center come
from outside the region, care is arranged locally. Yet,
with the advance of e-health facilities, we feel we
can bring our care closer to the patient. This innovative concept has resulted in the development of a
web-based portal, the Digital Alzheimer Center (DAC)
(http://www.digitaalalzheimercentrum.nl), which can
be viewed directly or after visiting the general website
of the center: http://www.alzheimercentrum.nl/.
After a survey among patients, caregivers, and professionals, we came to the following needs that were to
be met by a patient-portal: easily accessible, comprehensive information on dementia disorders and how
to deal with it in daily life, support not only by
professionals but also through exchange of experiences with fellow-sufferers, and direct contact with the
Alzheimer center professionals. The general website
already contains a lot of useful information accessible
to everybody, but the portal is exclusively for patients
of the Alzheimer center and their caregivers and can
only be accessed by login with a unique password. In
the context of the Dutch national ‘Deltaplan Dementie’, we aim to open up the portal to all patients, as
part of a national portal, yet to be created. There is
an extensive menu containing information on diseases,
illustrated with animations to clarify pathological processes. Patients and caregivers can find practical tips on
living with the changes that are caused by the disease,
financial and legal matters, and how to avoid caregiver
stress, among many more. A community hosts a forum
for questions, exchanging experiences (also photos and
videos), and information among patients, caregivers,
and health care professionals. In the community,
upcoming events and news from the Alzheimer center
or the (inter)national Alzheimer community are communicated. Our nurses host biweekly chat-sessions on
various topics. In a specially secured section, patients
can email with health care professionals, view their
appointments and medical correspondence, and will
soon have the opportunity to consult their doctor from
their own homes by video connection. A dedicated
team of the Alzheimer center, in which patients and
caregivers participated throughout the process, developed the DAC and is still involved in the continued
improvement. In order to optimize the use of the portal, every 3 months workshops are organized in which
the various functionalities of the DAC are explained
and participants can practice hands-on. The portal was
launched in January 2012 and currently has over 1,000
users.
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STANDARD WORK-UP
In the section below, we give a detailed description
of the investigations that are performed as part of our
routine diagnostic screening. For diagnostic purposes,
the results of the investigations are often used on a
qualitative fashion. Here, we give a research-oriented
description, as these measurements are used in many
of our studies and publications, focusing on the quantitative metrics we obtain from them.
Vital functions and questionnaires
Blood pressure, height, weight, and waist size are
measured in a standardized fashion.
Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia are assessed by the Neuropsychiatric Inventory [10].
Depressive symptoms are additionally assessed by the
abbreviated Geriatric Depression Scale [11]. For the
assessment of activities of daily living, we use the Disability Assessment for Dementia, and the Amsterdam
Instrumental Activities of Daily Living questionnaire
[12–14]. We use the Clinical Dementia Rating to provide an estimate of disease severity [15].
Neuropsychological assessment
Cognitive functions are assessed with a standardized
test battery, which takes roughly one hour to perform.
We use the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
and the Cambridge Cognitive Examination for global
cognitive decline [16, 17]. For memory, we use the
Visual Association Test (VAT) and total immediate
recall and delayed recall of the Dutch version of the
Rey auditory verbal learning task [18–20]. To examine language, we use VAT naming, category fluency
(animals), and the Dutch version of Controlled Oral
Word Association Test (letter fluency), the latter two
of which also tap on executive functioning [20–22].
We use three subtests of the Visual Object and Space
Perception Battery to assess visuospatial functioning,
namely (i) incomplete letters, (ii) dot counting, and
(iii) number location [23]. For the attention domain,
we use Trail Making Test (TMT) A and the forward
condition of Digit Span (extended version) [24, 25].
We use TMT B and the backwards condition of Digit
Span (extended version) to examine executive functioning [24, 25]. If deemed necessary by the team, slots
for more extensive neuropsychological investigation
are available, with the selection of neuropsychological
tests tailored to the differential diagnosis at hand.
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MRI

EEG

At present, MRI of the brain is acquired on one
of our 3T whole body MR systems (MR750, GE
Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA; Ingenuity
TF PET/MR (the first and only PET/MR system in
the Netherlands), Philips Medical Systems, Best, The
Netherlands; Titan, Toshiba Medical Systems, Japan).
In the past, 1.0 and 1.5 T systems have been used
as well (Siemens Magnetom Impact and Sonata, GE
Healthcare Signa HDXT). The standard MRI protocol includes a sagittal 3D heavily T1-weighted
gradient-echo sequence with coronal reformats, a
sagittal 3D T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversionrecovery (FLAIR) turbo/fast spin-echo with axial
reformats, a transverse T2-weighted turbo/fast spinecho, a transverse T2* susceptibility sequence, and
diffusion weighted imaging/EPI. All sequences are
performed with whole brain coverage. In addition, the
protocol can be extended with novel sequences, such as
arterial spin labeling (ASL) or diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI).
An experienced neuroradiologist reviews all scans.
As part of our standard work-up, we perform a visual
rating for all patients. Atrophy of the medial temporal
lobe (MTA) is rated on the coronal reconstructions of
the T1-weighted scan using a 5-point visual rating scale
(0–4) based on the height of the hippocampal formation
and the width of the choroid fissure and the temporal
horn [26]. Posterior atrophy is rated on the combination of T1-weighted and FLAIR sequences using a
4-point visual rating scale (0–3) based on the posterior cingulate and parieto-occipital sulcus and sulci of
the parietal lobes and precuneus [27, 28]. Global cortical atrophy is rated on the FLAIR using a 4-point
visual rating scale (0–3) [29]. On FLAIR, white matter hyperintensities are rated using the Fazekas scale
and classified as punctuate (grade 1), beginning confluent (grade 2), or confluent (grade 3) [30]. Lacunes
are counted and defined as deep lesions (3–15 mm),
with (CSF-like) low signal on T1-weighted sequences
and high signal on T2-weighted sequences. Microbleeds are counted on T2* sequences and are defined as
small round foci of hypointense signal, up to 10 mm
in brain parenchyma [31]. Raters are trained based on
available scans and have to perform the test set consisting of 19 MRI scans before they are allowed to
perform visual ratings. Inter- and intrarater weighted
kappas of at least 0.80 for MTA, 0.60 for global cortical
atrophy, and 0.70 for Fazekas (against internally established gold standard) are required [32]. For microbleed
count, weighted Cohen’s kappa are >0.90 [31, 32].

EEGs are recorded using a digital EEG system and
software (Brain RT® ; OSG b.v., Rumst, Belgium) at the
positions of the 10–20 system: Fp2, Fp1, F8 F7, F4, F3,
A2, A1, T4, T3, C4, C3, T6, T5, P4, P3, O2, O1, Fz, Cz,
Pz. Sample frequency is 500 Hz. Electrode impedance
is below 5 k and initial filter settings are: time constant 1 s; low pass filter, 70 Hz. Patients are seated in
a slightly reclined chair in a sound attenuated room.
Patients sit mainly with eyes closed; EEG technicians
are alert on keeping patients awake by sound stimuli.
Board certified clinical neurophysiologists assess all
EEG recordings.
In addition to the usual EEG report, all EEGs are
rated according to a standard visual rating scheme [33,
34]. The visual rating includes 1) a rating of severity of
EEG abnormalities on a 4-point scale, ranging from no
abnormalities to severe abnormalities, and presence of
2) focal abnormalities, 3) diffuse abnormalities and 4)
epileptiform abnormalities. Presence of focal abnormalities is defined as (transients of) slow or sharp
wave activity in 1 or more EEG leads, not taking into
account benign temporal theta of the elderly. Presence
of diffuse abnormalities is defined as a dominant frequency of rhythmic background activity below 8 Hz,
diffuse slow-wave activity or diminished reactivity of
the rhythmic background activity to the opening of the
eyes. In previous reports by our study group kappavalues for inter observer agreement between 0.60 and
0.87 have been reported [33].
Blood and CSF
In addition to collection of body fluids for routine
lab analysis, blood (serum and plasma), DNA, and CSF
are obtained and stored in our biobank.
Blood
Venous blood (2–6 ml clotted blood for serum and
6 ml EDTA blood for plasma) is processed and stored
according to international consensus standard operation procedures [35]. Samples are aliquoted into 0.5 ml
samples and stored at –80◦ C.
DNA
2–4 ml EDTA whole blood is collected for DNA
extraction. In addition and on a routine basis,
Apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotyping is performed
using a QIAxcel DNA Fast Analysis kit (Qiagen,
Venlo, The Netherlands).
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CSF
CSF is collected by lumbar puncture between
the L3/L4, L4/L5 or L5/S1 intervertebral space by
a 25-gauge needle and syringe and collected in
polypropylene tubes. CSF is centrifuged at 1800 g for
10 min at 4◦ C. Part of the CSF is used for routine
analysis including leukocyte count, erythrocyte count,
glucose concentration, and total amount of protein and,
frozen at −20◦ C until analysis of standard Alzheimer
biomarkers (within two months). The remainder of
the CSF is directly transferred to the Alzheimer center Biobank at the department of Clinical Chemistry,
and processed according to international guidelines,
in aliquots of 0.5 ml at −80◦ C [35]. CSF biomarker
analysis takes place on a biweekly basis at the Neurochemistry laboratory of the department of Clinical
Chemistry of the VUmc. Amyloid-␤ 1-42 (A␤42 ),
total tau, and tau phosphorylated at threonine 181 (ptau) are routinely measured using sandwich ELISAs
(Innotest, beta-amyloid1-42, Innotest hTAU-Ag and
Innotest PhosphoTAU-181p, Innogenetics, Belgium)
[36]. The performance of these assays is monitored
with two internal quality control pools of surplus CSF
(high and low biomarker values). Inter-assay CVs
(mean ± SD) were 10.9 ± 1.8% for A␤42 , 9.9 ± 2.1%
for tau, and 9.1 ± 1.8% for p-tau, as analyzed in a high
and low pool from 13 consecutive pool preparations of
two surplus CSF specimens (one normal and one AD
profile), used in total in 189–231 runs.
PET
PET is not part of our routine work-up, but [18 F]FDG
measuring glucose metabolism is performed in case of
a diagnostic dilemma. Amyloid PET (with the tracers
[11 C]PIB, [18 F]Flutemetamol, [18 F]Florbetapir, and
[18 F]Florbetaben) is available and is mostly performed
as part of research programs and sometimes in the
context of patient care. PET-scanners include the Gemini TF PET-CT, Ingenuity TF PET-CT, and Ingenuity
PET/MRI system (all Philips Medical Systems, Best,
The Netherlands). For [18 F]FDG, patients rest for
15 min before injection and 35 min after injection
under standard conditions (eyes closed in dimmed
ambient light). Next, patients undergo a 15-min emission scan. Parametric images of standardized uptake
value ratios (SUVr; cerebellum as reference tissue)
are extracted from the interval between 45 and 60 min
after injection and are interpreted visually. For clinical amyloid scanning, we perform a comparable SUVr
approach (for [11 C]PIB an interval of 60 to 90 min
is used, for [18 F]Flutemetamol the image acquisition
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window extends from 85 to 115 min). For [11 C]PIB,
quantitative BPND (a measure of specific binding),
parametric maps can be generated but then a dynamic
90-min emission scan is necessary. For clinical purposes, all amyloid scans are read binary, i.e., rated as
positive or negative.

RESEARCH
Amsterdam dementia cohort
The medical ethical committee of the VU University Medical Center has approved both the generic
protocol describing the use clinical data for research
purposes and the biobanking protocol. Ninety-nine
percent (99%) of our patients provide informed consent
for the use of their clinical data for research purposes. Informed consent for biobanking is provided
in roughly 3 out of 4 of patients. All clinical data
are entered in our database, which to date includes
>4000 patients, and together these patients form the
‘Amsterdam Dementia Cohort’.
The database serves three purposes: 1) For basic
research questions, e.g., regarding neuropsychological
data, visual MRI ratings, or regular CSF biomarkers,
data can be directly extracted from the database; 2)
For other research questions, e.g., including sophisticated analyses on neuroimaging or identification and
validation of novel biomarkers, the database serves as
a starting point to identify patients fulfilling inclusion
criteria with available neuroimaging or biomaterial; 3)
Finally, the database can be interrogated to identify
patients who may be interested to participate in a new
study, since patients indicate in their informed consent form whether they may be approached for future
research.
To date, the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort includes
well over 4000 patients (Table 1). Slightly less
than half of patients are female (44%). On average,
patients are 64 ± 10 years old. In the entire group,
55% are 65 or younger at first presentation. Average
MMSE is 24 ± 5; 43% receive an initial diagnosis
of dementia. The pie chart shows the distribution of
diagnoses (Fig. 3). AD is the most common diagnosis,
followed by subjective complaints and MCI. MRI
is available for well over 3000 patients, EEG for
more than 3500 patients, and biomaterial for more
than 3000. [18 F]FDG and, amyloid PET ([11 C]PIB,
[18 F]Flutemetamol, [18 F]Florbetapir), are available
for roughly 400 patients. Magneto-encephalography
(MEG) and resting-state functional MRI are
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Diagnosis
postponed
7%
Neurology other
4%

AD
30%

Psychiatry
10%

VaD
2%
Subjective
complaints
21%

FTLD
6%
MCI
14%

DLB
3%
Dementia other
4%

Fig. 3. The pie chart shows all initial diagnoses in the Amsterdam
Dementia Cohort, containing 4016 patients in August 2013. The
most frequently made diagnosis is AD, followed by subjective complaints and mild cognitive impairment. Due to the relatively young
age of the patients visiting our center, more rare diagnoses such as
frontotemporal dementia are relatively frequent. AD, probable and
possible Alzheimer’s disease; VaD, vascular dementia; FTLD, frontotemporal lobar degeneration, includes both behavioral variant FTD
and primary progressive aphasia; DLB, dementia with Lewy bodies;
Dementia other include other types of dementia such as Creutzfeldt
Jacob disease, corticobasal degeneration, progressive supranuclear
palsy, and alcohol dementia; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.
Table 1
Demographic characteristics of the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort
n
Gender, F
Age, years
Age, ≤65 years
MMSE
Availability
MRI
EEG
Biomaterial (CSF, blood, DNA)

4016
1769 (44%)
64 ± 10
2213 (55%)
24 ± 5
3198 (80%)
3570 (89%)
2687 (67%)

Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation or n (%). The
Amsterdam Dementia Cohort is the ongoing study attached to the
memory clinic of the VUmc Alzheimer center. Numbers presented
were derived from the database in August 2013.

available for a subset of patients as well as microglia
([11 C]PK11195) and PgP ([11 C]Verapamil) PET.
Research lines
As a direct consequence of its organization, the
VUmc Alzheimer center mainly performs clinical
research. Research questions are closely related to clinical questions. Consequently, research results can be

used to further optimize patient care at a fairly swift
pace. The research activities of the VUmc Alzheimer
center are centered around four research lines.
1. Variability in manifestation. Apart from variation in phenotypes between dementia subtypes, there is
considerable heterogeneity within dementia subtypes,
such as AD. In most AD patients memory impairment is the first and most salient symptom, but in
others, memory is relatively spared while, for example, visuospatial functioning, executive functioning, or
language show early impairment. Patients with early
disease onset relatively often have these atypical presentations. This research line focuses on identifying
biological mechanisms explaining heterogeneity in
clinical manifestation in AD and other dementias. It
takes as a starting point the assumption that we will
never find one drug that will cure all dementia patients
(‘magic bullet’). Rather, compounds may be effective for specific subgroups of patients (personalized
medicine). The underlying hypothesis is that dementia
due to AD is a common downstream stage that may be
reached along different pathways, each requiring their
own therapeutic strategy. Differences in biological factors between specific patient groups may offer targets
for the development of novel compounds, starting point
of stratified analyses, and ultimately help develop personalized treatment. This research line also addresses
differences between different types of dementia (differential diagnosis).
2. Early diagnosis. This research line aims to develop
novel methods that may aid in the early diagnosis of
AD and other types of dementia. It has become clear
that AD has a long pre-dementia phase where neuropathological changes start to accumulate 15 to 20
years before onset of dementia [37]. In the past decade,
research focusing on early diagnosis has increasingly
targeted patients with MCI. We currently see a shift
toward even earlier in the disease process, i.e., preclinical AD. In the context of the memory clinic based
Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, this means that we aim
to follow patients with subjective complaints over
time to identify predictors of clinical progression. In
addition, we study patients presenting with different,
non-memory symptoms, such as patients presenting
with behavioral changes, in the Late Onset Frontal
lobe syndrome cohort. The latter is one of the research
projects we run and constitutes the study of patients
presenting with a frontal lobe syndrome into the (various) underlying pathologies [38]. The possibility to
measure A␤ and tau using CSF biomarkers or amyloid
PET has acted as an important catalyst. In the context
of these earliest changes ultimately leading to dementia
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due to AD, research focusing on protective factors and
resilience (for example due to cognitive reserve), to
answer the question why some individuals are capable
of handling a higher amyloid load than others, is now
also feasible. In addition, in the context of this research
line we study natural disease course and aim to identify prognostic biomarkers and biomarkers reflecting
disease progression.
3. Vascular factors. Dementia, especially at old
age, is often caused by mixed pathology. Next to
AD as main cause of cognitive decline, cerebrovascular disease, especially small vessel disease, is a
main determinant, nowadays often captured under the
umbrella term Vascular Cognitive Impairment. This
research line studies how small vessel disease and neurodegenerative brain changes act in synergy to cause
dementia. In the past decades, research has mostly
focused on ischemic small vessel disease (i.e., white
matter hyperintensities and lacunes on MRI). Recently,
we increasingly focus on cerebral amyloid angiopathy, sometimes visible on MRI as microbleeds. This
amyloid pathology in the vessels is a likely candidate
to form a direct link between the two types of pathology. Two aspects of the new generation of anti-amyloid
immunotherapy have further boosted interest in this
research line: 1) anti-amyloid therapy has resulted in
an increased rate of vascular damage such as microbleeds, potentially due to removal of amyloid through
vessel wall and 2) anti-amyloid therapy has until now
not been very successful in improving patient outcome,
leaving room for other drug targets such as the brain
vasculature. We were the first to identify that the activity of the efflux pump PgP in the blood-brain barrier is
decreased in sporadic AD [39].

(1) Variability
in manifestation
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In this research line, we make use of novel imaging
techniques, such as ASL perfusion MRI, DTI MRI,
and resting state functional MRI, to gain more insight
in the mechanisms underlying the association between
cerebral small vessel disease and cognitive decline and
dementia [40–42]. Decreased cerebral perfusion and
impaired structural and functional connectivity may
reflect the combined disease burden of both cerebral
small vessel disease and AD pathology. Furthermore,
the specific location and severity of cerebrovascular
damage in individual patients is likely to be related
to damage to specific neuronal networks and neurotransmitter systems, opening up the possibility of tailor
made symptomatic treatment.
4. Therapy. This research line is dedicated to finding
innovative therapy and includes both pharmacological
and non-pharmacological interventions. Our research
efforts concerning pharmacological therapy largely
consist of contract research and take place at the
Alzheimer Research Center (http://arcresearch.eu/), a
separate unit specifically dedicated to Phase 2 and
3 clinical trials (see below). In addition to medication, other (lifestyle) factors can also influence the
course and symptomatology of dementia. Examples
of investigator initiated studies include studies on the
effect of physical activity, light and medical food
[43–46].
All research questions are targeted using one
or more specific techniques, i.e., cognition, MRI,
PET, EEG/MEG, biomarkers, genetics, and pathology.
Combining the four research lines and seven techniques, results in our research matrix (Fig. 4). Each
study, project, or paper fits into a cell, row, or column
of the matrix.

(2) Early
diagnosis

(3) Vascular (4) Interventions
factors

Cognition
MRI
PET
EEG/MEG
Biomarkers
Genetics
Pathology
Fig. 4. The research activities of the Vumc Alzheimer center are centered around four research lines: 1) variability in manifestation, 2) early
diagnosis, 3) vascular factors, and 4) interventions. All research questions are targeted using one or more specific techniques, i.e., cognition,
MRI, PET, EEG/MEG, biomarkers, genetics, and pathology. Combining the four research lines and seven techniques, results in our research
matrix. Each study, project, or paper fits into a cell, row, or column of the matrix.
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Alzheimer research center
The Alzheimer Research Center (ARC;
http://arcresearch.eu/) is the clinical trial center
of the VUmc Alzheimer Center and was established
in 2010. The ARC is a center of excellence for Phase
2 and 3 clinical trials in AD and other dementias.
There are two main reasons why there is a need for
specialized trial centers such as the ARC. First, AD
trials, in particular those with disease modifying
therapy, are becoming increasingly complex. Assessments often include specialized neuropsychological
testing, amyloid-PET imaging, and cerebrospinal
fluid sampling, and demand sufficient manpower of
specialized personnel. Second, patient recruitment for
AD trials is challenging, since the field is moving more
and more toward the prodromal or even preclinical
stages of the disease, and these patients are not
easy to identify. A specialized trial center is able to
meet these demands. The team of the ARC includes
neurologists, trial nurses, neuropsychologists, and
laboratory specialists. Services of the ARC include
patient examination, treatment, and monitoring, MRI
examinations in close collaboration with the Image
Analysis Center (IAC) VUmc, and amyloid-PET
imaging in collaboration with the PET center VUmc.
The ARC also offers protocol submission and approval
from Ethical Review Boards. Apart from the VUmc
Alzheimer Center, the ARC has also partnered with
the Center for Human Drug Research (CHDR) in
Leiden. CHDR provides trial services for Phase 1
clinical trials in AD. The ARC has been or is involved
in trials with monoclonal antibodies in AD and in
prodromal AD, with BACE inhibitors in early AD
and in mild to moderate AD, with active vaccination
in AD, with a medical food in AD, and with a tau
aggregation inhibitor in frontotemporal dementia.
Neuroscience campus amsterdam
The research at our Alzheimer Center is embedded
in the Neuroscience Campus Amsterdam (NCA; http://
www.neurosciencecampus-amsterdam.nl), a network
organization between four faculties (Medicine, Psychology, Earth and Life Science, and Exact Sciences)
within the VU University. Its mission is to study the
brain and its disease mechanisms through an integrative approach ranging from molecule-to-bedside.
Scientists at the NCA apply a systems biology
approach to the brain where clinicians and clinical
researchers are working side-by-side with neuroscientists, geneticists, psychologists, biophysicists, and

statisticians. Through this collaboration, the NCA
delivers proof-of-concept for radically new approaches
in the early diagnosis of brain disease and the elucidation of its underlying mechanisms, thus providing
new perspectives on therapy. The NCA has five main
programs, of which the ‘Neurodegeneration program’
hosts all research of the Alzheimer Center.
Research desk: Dissemination and outreach
Our motto is that patient care and research go hand
in hand. Our research efforts would be nothing if not
for the continuous contribution from all patients visiting our center. As such, we find it extremely important
to include patients and the community as much as
we can and to keep them up to date on the results of
our research activities. The ‘Alzheimer center research
desk’ has been developed specifically for this purpose.
The research desk informs patients about the possibilities to participate in research by announcements
on the website, in the patient lounge, and during personal interviews. Results of studies are disseminated
via news items on our website, regular newsletters
to specific cohorts of patients, and freely accessible
‘lunch&learn’ meetings. The lunch&learn meetings
are offered every two months. The facilitator may be a
nurse or a physician depending on the subject. In the
past two years, we have had meetings on driving license
issues, legal issues, mental capacity issues, the digital
Alzheimer center, nutrition, end of life decision making, etc., all topics of interest to patients with dementia
and their caregivers. In addition, people working at the
Alzheimer center give lectures in ‘Alzheimer cafés’,
schools, etc. on a regular basis. Patient participation in
the development of our research program and activities is realized by asking input on a regular basis from
a platform of patients and caregivers. For professionals, the research desk organizes educational activities
including symposia for national professionals and preceptorships for groups of foreign colleagues.
FROM CARE TO RESEARCH . . . AND BACK
Using clinical data to answer research questions,
our research questions are inevitably closely linked to
questions that arise in clinical practice. As a consequence, the feedback loop from research to improving
patient care is relatively short. Here, we give four historical examples.
In the early nineties, with the advance of MR
imaging, it became possible for the first time to measure the actual changes taking place in the brain of
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living patients. Increasing evidence pointed at the
MTA, including the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus as places of early atrophy. Measurement of
the volumes of these structures was often time and
labor intensive, hence not easily applicable in clinical
practice. As a PhD student, Philip Scheltens developed
a simple, visual rating scale for atrophy of the MTA
[26]. Sensitivity and specificity of this simple rating
scale were in the same order of magnitude as those
of volumetric measurements, illustrating its reliability. In the 1984 research criteria, neuroimaging was
recommended at least once during the diagnostic process, with the rationale to exclude other possible causes
of cognitive decline [1]. As a result of accumulating evidence for prominent hippocampal atrophy, an
inclusionary approach where neuroimaging may actually provide positive evidence for the presence of AD
pathology has been increasingly advocated [47]. The
MTA Scheltens scale has recently celebrated its 20th
birthday and is still alive [48]. This simple tool that
was developed for research purposes 20 years ago is
used by many as part of their daily clinical routine [49].
Courses on how to perform the visual rating scales are
still offered on a regular basis and we get visits from
colleagues from all over the world to learn how to use
the visual rating scales.
Around the turn of the century, it became possible for
the first time to measure the proteins A␤ and (phosphorylated) tau in CSF. Right from this time, the VUmc
Alzheimer center decided to start a biobank collecting body fluids in collaboration with the Biobank of
the department of Clinical Chemistry. In the course
of the past decade, CSF biomarkers have shown good
diagnostic value, as well as prognostic value for incident AD, although the latter not perfect [36, 50–52].
CSF biomarkers have greatly advanced the field, as
now for the first time, it was possible to measure AD
pathology in living patients. Still, there are drawbacks:
although performing well in single, experienced labs,
there is large variability in biomarker concentrations
and cut-offs between labs. Our Alzheimer center has
therefore initiated one of the first quality control rounds
and actively participates in ongoing quality control
programs [53–57]. Philip Scheltens and Pieter Jelle
Visser have actively contributed to the launching of
the new research criteria of the IWG group and participated in the drafting of the new diagnostic criteria
under auspices of NIA-AA. In both sets of criteria, CSF
biomarkers have now been incorporated as markers
providing evidence of the Alzheimer pathophysiological process, ‘when available and deemed appropriate
by the clinician’ [2, 9, 58, 59]. Thus, biomarkers that
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were discovered only 15 years ago are now being used
in clinical practice. In our own diagnostic work-up, we
do not yet use the results of CSF biomarkers for the initial diagnosis, but CSF results are reviewed at a later
stage, to evaluate whether they are congruent with the
clinical diagnosis.
In 2004, two PET-tracers claiming to bind to AD
pathology became available. Although both [18 F]
FDDNP and [11 C]PIB claimed to measure the same
underlying pathology, they had not been compared on
a side by side basis until this research question was
addressed at the VUmc Alzheimer center. The comparison showed a modest correlation, illustrating that
the two tracers bound to different, but related targets
[60]. PIB clearly outperformed FDDNP at discriminating patient groups. FDDNP seemed to bind to tau as
well and gave a hint of stronger correlation with severity of symptoms, although this could not be confirmed
at follow-up [61–63]. Like CSF biomarkers, and even
on a faster track, amyloid imaging has now also been
incorporated in the new NIA-AA criteria. Approval
by FDA and EMA of all three amyloid [18 F]tracers
is well underway, facilitating their use and guidelines
for appropriate use of amyloid imaging are being published [64]. One of the biggest issues surrounding
amyloid imaging is the finding that 20%–30% of cognitively normal elderly prove to have amyloid on imaging
[65, 66]. Since the predictive value of these findings is
not clear yet, it is not advised to use amyloid imaging
in a clinical setting on a large scale basis. In addition,
as imaging costs are high, and there is no medication
available, there is currently debate on whether, how,
and when to use amyloid imaging in clinical practice.
Still, the possibility of amyloid imaging has already
changed the diagnostic landscape.
In 2005 we started to count the hitherto considered insignificant, black dots on T2* MRI, also called
microbleeds. We found a clearly higher prevalence
of microbleeds in patients with AD, probably due to
concomitant cerebral amyloid angiopathy [31]. Their
clinical relevance was not clear, but we and others
showed them to be related to higher risk of mortality, though inconsistently to impaired cognition [32,
67, 68]. The most important risk factor for developing a microbleed was having microbleeds at baseline
[69]. Microbleeds may have special relevance in AD
as they may form a bridge between AD pathology
and small vessel disease (often literally reflecting AD
pathology in the vessel walls) [70]. The interest in
microbleeds was further boosted by their occurrence
as side effects in amyloid immunization trials [71, 72].
The Amsterdam Dementia Cohort is one of the few
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worldwide that allows the study of natural progression
of microbleeds in AD. Many questions still surround
microbleeds, such as whether they infer an increased
risk of large hemorrhage and whether their observation
should hence affect treatment, for example with anticoagulant therapy. We are currently addressing these
questions in the ongoing MISTRAL study.
CONCLUSIONS
The VUmc Alzheimer center has organized patient
care and research in such a way that they mutually
benefit and strengthen each other. In this way, we
have built the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, which to
date includes over 4000 patients, with biomaterials and
deep phenotyping available for the majority of these.
We have a focus on dementia early onset. Our main
research lines include 1) variability in manifestation,
2) early diagnosis, 3) vascular factors and 4) interventions. The Amsterdam Dementia Cohort has been at the
basis of the majority of our scientific output illustrating that by employing clinical data to answer research
questions, we can benefit the patient care of tomorrow’s
patients.
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